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News of the breadth of India’s influence across the world is revealed every
day with evidence pouring in from archaeological discoveries, in art and
literature, in language and architecture and much more. India’s greatest
achievement has been an unbroken line of continuity of all her wisdom.

Chair: Prof. Michel Danino, Author and Academician, IIT Gandhinagar (India) –
India beyond her Borders
Panelists:

Dr. Chitra Madhavan, Historian (India) – India in Southeast Asia
Smt. Radhika Srinivasan, Author (India) – Art and Literary Influence in Southeast Asia
Dr. Lavanya Vemsani, History Professor (USA) – Antiquity of Indian Soft Power

Report by Smt Radhika Srinivasan:

The second session was a panel discussion on Antiquity of Indian Influence, chaired
by Prof. Michel Danino, historian, author and guest professor at IIT, Gandhi Nagar, Dr.
Chitra Madhavan, author and cultural historian, Mrs. Radhika Srinivasan, author and
Dr. Lavanya Vemsani, Professor at Shawnee State University, (USA) presented
various interesting facets of India’s ancient past. Quoting Voltaire, the French
historian cum philosopher, Prof. Danino said, “India is the land that needs no one but
which the whole world needs”.

“But civilizations don’t exist in isolation”, he said, observing how India had trade links
with Afghanistan dating back to Harappan times, as revealed by the findings of Lapis
Lazuli on Indus plains. Harappan exports to far off lands in the West included pottery,
semi precious stones, spices and exotic animals. Considering that countries like
Persia, Greece and Rome were hungry for Indian textiles, spices and teakwood (for
ship building), the balance of trade was heavily in India’s favor around 500 BC, said
Prof. Danino.

Dr. Chitra Madhavan took the audience on an architectural tour of Cambodia and
Indonesia through a detailed slide presentation. Focusing on Banteay Srei, a 10th

century Cambodian Siva temple, she recreated this jewel of Khmer art by
highlighting the intricacies of the bas relief carvings found on the walls and lintels at
the entrances. One of them carried a carving of Viradha, the demon, lifting Sita,
while Rama and Lakshmana ready their bows. Another interesting carving was the
little known emaciated figure of the Tamil poet saint, Karaikal Ammaiyar playing the
cymbals to lend beat to Siva’s cosmic dance.

Dr. Chitra talked of how the Tamil tradition of Pallava grantha script of those times
and the 108 classical dance movements known as Karanas described in
Bharatha’s Natya Shastra found expression on the walls of the Javanese temple of
Prambanan, Indonesia, sometime in the 9th Century. Prambanan in Jogjakartha is a



Hindu temple complex dedicated to Brahma, Vishnu and Siva, where in the open air
theatre inside the park, the Javanese perform the Ramayana ballet on every full
moon between May and October year after year.

Mrs. Radhika Srinivasan took a kaleidoscopic view of India’s cultural impact on Asia,
from pre-historic times to the present, tracing the religious, artistic, architectural and
linguistic affinities. She recalled how even in the spread of Buddhist values, it was
first the Theravada, then the Mahayana, the Tantrayana and the Dhyana or Zen that
spread across Asia through both the overland silk roads and the maritime spice
routes. For instance, it was Padmasambhava from Bengal who introduced the ritual
of Homa, now performed by the Japanese Shingon sect as Goma.

It was Nagarjuna, the 1st century Mahayana monk who threw open the doors of
Hindu pantheon for worship in Buddhist temples; a meditative Siva, Vishnu and
Brahma with 11 heads and 22 hands gave rise to Avalokiteshwara, whose feminine
form is the Chinese goddess, Guan Yin. It was Bodhi Dharma, the South Indian prince
turned monk who introduced meditation and martial arts of Kalari, the precursor to
Kung Fu and other martial arts of the Fareast.

Radhika then explained how not only were India’s tales of the Ramayana,
Mahabharatha, Jatakas, Panchatantras and Katha Saritsagara popular in Southeast
Asia, the scripts and languages were also heavily influenced by Pali, Sanskrit and
Tamil. Many of the proverbs, poetic conventions and metaphors are common
throughout Asia as a result of the Indic past.

She highlighted that a concept that pervades the continent is Mandala, a kind of
cosmic floor plan that replicates the universe in terms of time, space and the sacred
Center. Found in art, dance, music, architecture and murals, Mandala (Mantholo in
Chinese and Mandara in Japanese) consists of a circle symbolizing time, a square,
triangle or a hexagon to indicate space and the center of the two coordinates that
represents the power of here and now. The Borobodur is a Buddhist architectural
mandala, while Taizokai mandara is an arresting mural in Toji temple in Kyoto,
Japan.

Prof. Lavanya made a strong case for genetic research into India’s hoary past,
suggesting cultural migrations nearly 7000 years ago to the Central Asian steppes.
Citing evidence of language connections and genetic makeup of the Rakhigarhi
skeletons found in the Harappan sites near Haryana, she indicated that the cultural
connections go far beyond our present knowledge of Ancient Indian History.

The overarching discussion concluded that there is a serious need for revisiting
Indian antiquity in the light of a decolonized mindset of a nation in quest of
rediscovering its own rich and glorious past.


